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Akising science : The case 
carabridge, Massachusetts, 

against creationism by Philip 	Kitcher. 	The MIT Press, 
1982, pp. 	x + 213, $ 17.25. 

(sox Christianity claims that the earth is the centre of the universe and man has 

,IxtH speeillly created by God. During the last three centuries humanity suffered two 
rot blows to its self-esteem. The first came when Copernicus declared that the earth 

foot the centre of the universe and Galileo concluded that the universe is vastly larger 

so  had hitherto been thought. The second was Darwin's proposal that living forms 
htveevloved from common ancestors and that humans are descendants of animals who 
thopve rise to the contemporary apes. in Galileo's time the Church was all powerful, 

lad Galileo had to recant his ' heresy ', though in recent times even the Church has 
idmitted that Galileo was right. In 1860 Bishop Wilberforce tried his best to cast 
:47asions on Darwin and his evolutionary theory, but Thomas Henry Huxley, 
Darwin's bulldog' was able to demolish the bishop with a timely piece of repartee. 

For a hundred years after Huxley's victory there was no active crusade against 
9arwinisra. But in recent years, a political alliance has been forged in U.S.A. between 
'It self-appointed champions of virtue and religion '---the Moral Majority and a 
!imp of believers in the literal truth of the Bible. These extreme fundamentalists, 
lk call themselves Scientific Creationists and who have obtained doctorates in 
Inas scintifio fields, have founded the institute for Creation Research. They like to 
:Nan' the teaching of high school science and have distributed a large mass of litera- 
A iarguing that evolutionary theory suffers from crucial deficiencies and that Crea- 
k')  Science', a doctrine compatible with the literal truth of Genesis, is far better 
gPolled by evidence. 

.?! this book, the author who is Associate Professor of Philosophy at the University 
c` i :ennonk and olie time Associate in Zoology at the Harvard University's Museum of 

 
, 

 
• ive Zoology makes a brilliant and scholarly an?lysis of the creation -evolu- 

c?ntroversy. He has thoroughly refuted the fallacious arguments of creation 431 
 . and shown how evolutionary theory has evidence from different sources 

scl
entes to fully support it. The language the author has used in the book is 
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simple and can be understood.  even by non-specialists. The book should b
e tads.  all scientists who value reasoning as an approach to solving sci ent i fic probienis.r 

Microbiology and Cell Blobo 
Indian Institute of Science 
Bangalore 560012. 
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Moulds—their isolation, cultivation and identification by David Malloch. Univer sity  
of Toronto Press, Toronto, 1981, Pp. 97, $ 13.95. 

In his Preface the author says there is need for a. simple text demonstrating wh at 
moulds are and how they are grown and identified, and indicating which books would 
be useful for further work. ' He also adds : what is needed is 'a simple means ei 
identifying the common moulds that make up 90% or more of those encountered by the 
average student '. Apart from the description of methods of isolation and mg. 
vation of moulds, the cream of the book consists of Keys to what the author considers 
60 common genera of moulds together with very brief descriptions and line drawings 
of these. In Chapter II moulds are interpreted to include the Oomycetes, Zygoraycetes, 
Ascomycetes, Basidiomycetes and anamorphs. In the Oomycetes Saprolegnia api 
Pythium are illustrated in. Chapter II and yet no water mould is included in the 60coranin 

genera. Indeed, the choice of the 60 genera is somewhat arbitrary. In the Keys gia 

these are seperated into 5 groups in descending order of their c ommonness, which is 

again somewhat arbitrary. It would perhaps have been much better to treat genets 
which are closely similar or related together in order to highlight their differen ces' 
The author makes the point that the text is simple by intention and should .  be useful t° 

those unfamiliar with the study of moulds. This is a very laudable objective vih ich .t 
author has succeeded in achieving in the ch 	 i ipters dealing with culturing and selallu";  

Unfortunately, however, this is not true of some of the other chapters. For.  examaboclut  

Chapter II would have been strengthened by inclusion of more informatt" res  

ial tYPes: a  
fungus morphology. Descriptions and illustrations of different kinds of  w°51. 

illustrations of the basidia typical of Gasteromycetes along with basid 	o; 

illustrated, and illustration of bitunicate asci along with asci already illustra it! 00. 
vi   

not only be considered useful but necessary. These are only cited as exa.  Eq.**.  
t therebt 

simplification has no merit when the primary objective of instruction its but Y _4ot 
In Chapter II again, modes of conidiogenesis are described in some deta

nil .nsae:idthc  

is no definition of the phialide or annellide, both terms used in the desc rIPAtm ther  
Keys. Being a book intended for the uninitiated, a glossary of these an ' 31-  

would have been useful. 

; 	htio8 s°n/,,,te  
There is a chapter dealing with natural occurrence of moulds higw l? „Q i n  aiwy 

the commonest habitats and substrates of moulds, though reference is ar 
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elti-f 

ty  to 
 terrestrial moulds. Methods of cultivation are described clearly together 

etails of composition of various kinds of media, their preparation, sterilization, 
wi ei 
',111  Meth 

ods are then described for isolating moulds; these include direct isolation 

shi niques and special selective methods. The chapters on contamination and micro- 

cmtec ny a re direct and simple. The descriptions and illustrations of genera are arranged in 

antabetical order together with listing of holomorph names and select references to 

uP
tonomic literature. The illustrations (not to scale) are by and large very satisfactory 

and  bri ng out the essential diagnostic features clearly. A selected list of relevent and very 

us
eful literature under References and an Index are provided. There are a few minor 

but  easy statements such as for example 'most parasitic fungi do not produce great 
(page 14). The appellation ' characteristic swellings ' for clamp 

numbers of spores' 
onnections (page 8) is curious. 

These criticisms are offered in the hope that a future revision will give place to a 

cosiderably improved version of the present work, particularly in view of the great 

xinpetence of the author as a taxonomic mycologist. The present book is well 
printed, and neatly got up. 

Centre for Advanced Study in Botany 
	

C. V. SuBRAmANIAN 

University of Madras 
Vadras 600 005 

ticine flora of Kashmir Himalaya by 	U. Dhar and P. Kachroo. Scientific Publisherc, 
Jodhpur, India, 1983, Pp. vii+ 263, Rs. 200/S 45. 

111  alpine region of Kaslunir is known for its scenic beauty with peaks mantled with 
?lennial snows plunging into lake-studded valleys carpeted with ravishing seasonal 
ing flowers. The frontispiece of the Thajawas Valley, the only colour reproduction 

II ile book, promises the reader a tieat. 

The book is more than a mere Flora '. It attempts a study of the vegetation of 
this lofty 

region by Presenting it in a setting of the geology and climate of the moun- 
94a Further the present-day alpine plants of Kashmir are related to their counter- 
17.  s  in similar habitats in the northern hemisphere. The extant vegetation of today 

s bniked 
to the extinct vegetation of a region that was uplifted from the depths of LetttlYs to the heights of the Zariskar and Karakoram. The final chapter gives an 

frfLas, e.d  enumeration of plants distributed in 53 families. There are keys to the 
in each family. 

This p ri,
u

„;  
ter _ avusing work could have been produced in a more appealing manner. The 

geology  and 
4ghtforwa i d 

 climate suffers because of the juxtapodtion of different views. 
and lucid write-up  in the authots' own worth would have improved 
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the text. The interesting dat a in the distribution charts (figs. 5_21) i, 
decipher. A fold out with symbols (fig. 4) and an appropriate t ype  make may hot  improved the production. 

The 91 distribution maps 
graphic extent of the taxa. 
superimposed data. 

could have been excellent means to 
visualise tk gee. However, the badly stippled dit;tudinal zones ob settrethe  

The seven half-tone plates on Himalayan plants hav( log much in reproa uct iot  
The haunting beauty of the land and its plants is scarcely reflected in the grey to 
cf these plates. 

Centre for Taxonomic Studies 
St. Joseph's College 
Bangalore 560001. 

CECIL J. SALDA.\A  

Basic techniques in ecological farming : The maintenance of soil fertility edited by 
Stuart Hill and Pierre Ott. Birkhauser Verlag, P.O. Box 34, CH-4010 Basel. 
Switzerland, 1982, pp. 365, S. Fr. 28. 

The main theme of the book is organic agriculture. The book has two parts —011t 

dealing with basic techniques in ecological farming and the second with the raiaintennee 
of soil fertility which formed the theme of the conferences organised by IFOAN1 

(International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movement) in 1978 and 1980. 

Besides a few introductory papers, the first part has papers on subjects such as 4Thi.  

silviculture, role of legumes, herbicides, organic fertilizers, animal manures, and d. 15.  

cussion of energy analysis of agro system in developed countries and farm Plann ing 

and farmers' training programs in tropical ecological agriculture. 

Most of the authors concluded that organic agriculture is the alternative to 
the Ilithe  

input intensive agriculture for sustaining soil fertility and environmental problenisina, 

limitations of the high input based technology particularly for the tropics is enlPha; lit  

Importance of trees, legumes, green manuring, minimum tillage with minim!  e 
of fertilizers is indicated. Some of the authors have taken a more balanced e 

others have adopted an extremist and faddist posture. 

atufe c°115i.  
Many papers have emphasised the need for living in cooperation with n mid sod 

dering trees as important part of the system for sustained crop p roduction in foie  of 

Savannah areas of tropics. Some of the papers have focussed attention o rth,:e papers 

the society and community in conserving ecosystem. Unfortunately none 01  
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out clearly .  the economic implications and comparative benefits of the 
us  brought  

nic  agriculture. It . ts recognised that many of the advantages are obtained after 

re tune and with continued efforts. There is no evidence presented that the humanity 

'm
eet its food needs without modest and rational use of fertilizers, pesticides and 

Th i LA'. ere is no doubt that excessive and imbalanced use of chemical is harmful 
bicides. 

bot ba lanced  use s necessary. There is no case for taking a partisan and extremist a   

stance. 
alysis 0f the experience in Rwanda also clearly establishes the value of minimum 

An  
purchased i n

put use strategy for increasing production in the legume-based agro system. 

The second part which deals with the maintenance of soil fertility includes most of 

the exPeriences from developed countries of temperate zones except one paper on green 

manuring  in the tropics. The role of green manuring is uncontested, but for reestablish- 

2ent and increase of productivity of greet) manure crops especially in highly leached, 

towbase and high aluminium soils of humid tropics without the use of lime and phos- 

phate s has not been brought in proper perspective. 

The authors of papers of both the conferences have done a good job in focussing 
attention on the role of trees, green manuring, organic manuring and minimum tillage 
iad environmental hazards associated with exploitive agriculturz. s, based entirely on the 
use of chemic?ls and machinery. 

Director of Research 
	

3. S. KANWAR 
ICRISAT Patancheru P.O. 
?in 502324, A.P., India. 

Ike biological chemistry of iron (NATO Advanced Institute Series) edited by H. B. 
Danford, D. Dolphin, K. N. Raymond and L. Sieker. D. Riedel Publishing Co., 
P.O. Box 17, 3300 AA Dordrecht, Holland, 1982, D. Fl. 145. 

This volume summarizes the proceedings of a NATO Advanced Study Institute on the 
Co-ordination Chemistry of Iron in Proteins and Enzymes held in 1981. The explosive 
towth of bioinorganic chemistry in the last few years is exemplified by this book, 
'hi
leh devotes almost 500 pages to various aspects of iron chemistry in biological 

ni,yas. If one considers the variety of metal ions involved in biological processes 
._,
',Prospects for the new discipline are certainly promising. This book is extremely 
n orgailized--a marked contrast to the usual multiauthor proceedings volumes. 

fi
rst section (40 Pages) provides a particularly good introduction to iron chemistry 

emphasis on reaction mechanisms (Wilkins) and redox chemistry (Reed). 

remaini ng ing 
six sections of this volume deal with iron metabolism, cytochromes, 

oti.ao  'et Proteins, iron-sulfur clusters, heme models and heme enzymes. The 
4th (leach contribution (15 pages) is barely sufficient to permit the indivi- 

dL 
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dual authors to present their material in readable form. In gen:.rai th e co  
provide reasonably extensive references to background literatu re 

kell.  

to  assht r are not specialists in this area. The selection of topics does justice to 
the div ers 1116  of iron in biochemistry. As is inevitable in a multiauthcr volunk, the  is soineerroi 

ness in the level of treatment and presentation of topics. While some 
articles pr: 

fairly geneval overview, others are somewhat narrowly focussed. The p romise  
introductory section is not fully maintained in. the rest of the volume. 	of tie  

There are some very interesting contributions and an Undoubtedl y Prejudiced seiecii  

t: 

would include the discussion on side ephores (Raymond and Tufano), b erries  of hy:11  I  
porphyrins (Chang), cytochrome P-450 (Ullrich et al), beef liver catalase ste  

(Murthy et al) and on hydrogenases in sulfate reducing and methare fo rming  bacteria  
(Le Gall and P ock). Singling out these articIts only rzflects the interests of the  
reviewer. There is little doubt that researchers in the area of inorganic biochemistry 
will find this collection useful. The only criticism I have is that a more focussed colter,. 
tion with fewer (but more extensive) articles would have been more valuable to non. 
specialist readers, who are most certainly likely to outnumber those who ar: fa y  
initiated into the complexity of the biological chemistry of iron. 

Molecular Biophysics Unit 
	 P. BALkitil 

Indian Institute cf Science 
Bangalore 560 012. 
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